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Armit Wines is excited to announce the release of one the most iconic 
wineries in our portfolio: Ornellaia. 

Regarded as one of the top estates in the world, Ornellaia has 
played a pivotal role in establishing Bolgheri as one of Italy’s top wine 
regions. Since their 1985 inaugural vintage, Ornellaia has embraced its 
Mediterranean identity creating charming and opulent wines brimming 
with character and finesse.

The Estate

The Ornellaia estate lies hidden in the foothills that face the Mediterranean 
coast close to Bolgheri. Unlike the majority of the appellation, most of the 
Ornellaia vineyards are situated on the hillside above and around Bolgheri. In 
addition to direct sunlight, the vineyards benefit from the reflection of the light 
on the sea nearby and an exceptional microclimate that enhances the 
Mediterranean character of the wines. The cool maritime breeze caresses the 
vineyards throughout the summer months, allowing a slow ripening of the 
grapes and bringing freshness to the wines.

The total 115 hectares of vineyards in production are divided into a mosaic of 
more than 70 different plots according to soil type, exposition and varietal 35 
years after the first planting, Ornellaia estate has reached its full maturity and 
some vineyards are being replanted regularly.  The best possible quality is 
reached through meticulous work in the vineyard, mostly executed by hand to 
respect the specific character of each vineyard.  



Ornellaia 
Ornellaia 2017 'Solare'

Price percase 
in bond

6 bottles £900.00 Ornellaia 2017 'Solare'

56% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 10% Petit Verdot, 9% Cabernet Franc

“It is difficult not to describe 2017 as an extreme vintage, in which the sun 
and heat have played a major role, yet the combination of early harvest 
and the “hands off” approach in the cellar have allowed to produce a 
particularly balanced wine. The dark purple colour and the rich and 
exuberant aromas of black berries and liquorice is representative of a 
warm vintage, but what strikes is the sense of poise on the palate. Rich, 
velvety and mouthcoating, the wine also shows excellent firmness and a 
surprisingly bright acidity that gives enormous lift to the finish. A radiant 
wine that combines racy vibrancy with a sense of Mediterranean 
sumptuousness, generosity, welcoming.” Axel Heinz, Estate Director

“Ornellaia 2017 masterfully interprets what was a particularly warm and 
sunny year. The intense and dark colour heralds a wine of beautiful 
concentration; the nose, rich and complex, releases scents of ripe red 
fruits, accompanied by notes of sweet tobacco and vanilla. The taste 
reveals an Ornellaia of great balance, a combination of firmness and 
pleasant freshness.” Olga Fusari, Winemaker 

'Solare' is the word being chosen to describe the character of the 
vintage 2017 and the estate decided to pair with Tomás Saraceno for 
the 12th edition of Ornellaia Vendemmia d’Artista. The artist’s 
proposal for the Ornellaia design draws inspiration from the 
reciprocal alliance drawn between the sun and living systems 
inhabited by humans and non-humans, in an invitation to a practice of 
care and renewed attention to the planet’s most important source of 
energy: The Sun.



Ornellaia
Poggio alle Gazze dell'Ornellaia and Le Volte dell'Ornellaia 

Price per case
in bond

6 bottles £195.00 Le Volte dell'Ornellaia 2018Poggio alle Gazze dell'Ornellaia 2018 6 bottles £82.00

83% Sauvignon Blanc, 11% Vermentino, 6% Viognier

“After a few years that almost made us forget what winter was like, 
2018 brought the weather conditions back to normal, with a number of 
days with temperatures below zero that were sufficient for the vines to begin 
their well-deserved winter rest. Spring will be remembered as one of the 
rainiest in history, with three times more rainfall than the seasonal 
average and high temperatures in April. Despite the late budding, the 
weather conditions and the rapid growth of the shoots allowed the vines to 
catch up and even flower a full week early. Even if it rained less in June 
than in May, there was above-average rainfall throughout June, and a break 
came only in July with a warm and dry month. The veraison took place 
between 22 and 25 July and the month of August was as hot as the 
previous year, but with slightly more rain. The sugars and acidity 
developed slowly, while the berries grew to larger dimensions thanks to 
the high level of water present in the soil. In September the weather was 
warm and it did not rain. The temperatures were higher than the 
seasonal average, but the cooler nights allowed the vines to recover and 
preserve the grapes’ aromas and acidity. We began to harvest the 
Sauvignon Blancs on 16 August and continued until mid-September, 
after which the Vermentinos were harvested between 17 and 25 
September.” Axel Heinz, Estate Director

“Poggio alle Gazze dell’Ornellaia 2018 has a classic straw-yellow colour. 
The nose presents intense aromas of white-fleshed fruits, 
accompanied by delicate notes of vanilla. On the palate it is initially ample 
and soft; the wine reveals a great richness and marked tanginess that 
lead to a fresh and persistent finish.” Olga Fusari, Winemaker 

Merlot based blend                                                                              

“After a few years that almost made us forget what winter was like, 
2018 brought the weather conditions back to normal, with a number of 
days with temperatures below zero that were sufficient for the vines to 
begin their well-deserved winter rest. Spring will be remembered as one 
of the rainiest in history, with three times more rainfall than the 
seasonal average and high temperatures in April. Despite the late 
budding, the weather conditions and the rapid growth of the shoots 
allowed the vines to catch up and even flower a full week early. Even if 
it rained less in June than in May, there was above-average 
rainfall throughout June, and a break came only in July with a warm 
and dry month. The veraison took place between 22 and 25 July and 
the month of August was as hot as the previous year, but with slightly 
more rain. The sugars and acidity developed slowly, while the berries 
grew to larger dimensions thanks to the high level of water present in 
the soil. In September the weather was warm and it did not rain. 
The temperatures were higher than the seasonal average, but the 
cooler nights allowed the vines to recover and preserve the grapes’ 
aromas and acidity. The harvest of the reds began on 31 August with 
the Merlots, and ended on 8 October with the later vines.” Axel Heinz, 
Estate Director

“Le Volte dell'Ornellaia 2018 perfectly reflects the characteristics of 
the vintage, revealing great elegance and balance. Its nose is 
wonderfully complex, very fruity with delicate floral and spicy notes. 
The tannic and smooth texture is striking on the palate, ending in a 
crisp and lively finish.” Olga Fusari, Winemaker 

Price per case
in bond
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